
More Information About Hosting Resources Inside of 
Gamelift 
 
Description of how to set up using Gamelift & Multiplayer With Blueprints plugin? 
 
Ways For Matchmaking Players: 
 
Option 1 
 
Each in-game map will have its own default server map with corresponding fleet. Players search 
for matches after each game is finished and immediately submit a new matchmaking ticket to 
find new potential matches, meaning they will not stay in the same group of players as they just 
played with. This has become the way many games recently have set up Multiplayer backends 
for these types of game modes as the ability to matchmake players quickly has increased and 
can be implemented with skill based matchmaking. This solution works best with high DAU 
counts.  
 
Option 2 
 
Each in-game Map will need to be hosted as a server default map with a corresponding fleet. 
And then we will have one map where all players will be returned to in between games, 
essentially functioning as the lobby map inbetween games. This is how all games used to 
function, where you would play with all the same players and then return to the lobby and 
transfer to a new in game map with the same exact players. This solution works better for 
games with smaller DAU because once you have a match it is easy to keep all players together. 
 
Example Setup Inside Gamelift 
 
Let’s say we have 3 different in-game maps with the option to play 2 separate game modes 
(TDM and Search & Destroy). We also want to have hosting services available in the US as well 
as Europe. Also we are using Option 1 for our matchmaking system, so we will not need to 
upload a fourth server default map of the lobby. 
 

1. So we are going to have a total of 12 server builds that need to be uploaded to gamelift, 
with 12 fleets to go along with them. 3 x 2 x 2 = 12. (Note: There are ways to have less 
fleets than 12 in this example, but I’m doing it like this because I believe it is the easiest 
to understand.) 

2. We’ll use us-east-1 for one of our build upload locations, and we’ll use eu-west-1 as our 
other location. Of course where you choose to upload / how many different locations you 
choose to cover will be dependent on how many players you have & where they are 
located. 



3. We will have two matchmaking rule sets: One for each game mode that we have, where 
each rule set will represent a queue, which will contain 6 fleets each, where each of the 
6 fleets will have the same game mode. 

 
 
More Information 

 
1. For larger player bases, you will want to have both a spot and on-demand fleet type, this 

will keep costs low but also allow you to maintain high good quality for your players. 

2. For game modes with higher player counts (such as Battle Royales or MMOs) you will 

need your fleet instance type to have stronger hosting resources (CPU, memory, 

storage, and networking capacity) than games with smaller player counts (such as TDM, 

free for all, dominations, etc…), and those will need stronger hosting resources than 

Co-op games (2-4 people on same server map). But you will need to test different 

instance types to see which ones work best for you.  

3.  

  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


